ABSTRACT Accurate prior knowledge of future driving cycle is quite essential in many research and applications related to optimal control of the vehicle and transportation, especially for model predictive control-based energy management for hybrid electric vehicles. Therefore, an adaptive online prediction method with variable prediction horizon is proposed for future driving cycle prediction in this paper. In particular, two aspects of efforts have been explored. First, combining Markov chain and Monte Carlo theory, a multi-scale single-step prediction method is proposed and compared with traditional fixed-scale multi-step method, improving by about 7% in prediction accuracy. Second, to further adapt to variable actual driving cycles, online reconstructions of driving cycle and state filling are introduced to guarantee continuous and robust online application; principal component analysis and cluster analysis are employed to adjust realtime prediction horizons for better overall prediction accuracy. In the end, the proposed method is verified by the experiment of hardware-in-loop simulation, showing more than 20% improvement in prediction accuracy than fixed-horizon prediction method, and relatively good robustness and universality in different driving conditions. INDEX TERMS Cluster analysis, driving cycle prediction, Markov chain, multi-scale single-step prediction, principal component analysis, state-filling.
I. INTRODUCTION A. MOTIVATION
The future vehicle driving cycle prediction is becoming increasingly crucial for energy management of hybrid electric vehicle, modern intelligent transportation, trajectory tracking of autonomous ground vehicle, etc. In particular, the prior knowledge of the future driving cycle can be beneficial for both rule-based and optimization-based energy management strategies for hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) to achieve good fuel economy and better performance [1] , [2] . For Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs) which can drive additionally in pure electric mode, thus the prior knowledge will be more crucial for the balance between fuel and electricity usage in order to reach full potential of the large battery capacity [3] , [4] . Similar prediction can also be employed for energy management of on-board hybrid energy storage system, i.e. to distribute the power between battery bank and the ultra-capacitor bank [5] . Therefore, it is necessary to explore possible prediction methods for future driving cycle, in order to achieve more accurate acquisition of prior knowledge and facilitate the prior knowledge based HEV energy management.
B. LITERATURE REVIEW OF FUTURE DRIVING CYCLE PREDICTION
In [6] , a review about driving cycle prediction was conducted, where three categories of prediction methods were presented: intelligent transport system (ITS) based prediction methods, statistic and cluster analysis based methods, and stochastic process based prediction methods. Here, a more detailed literature review about future driving cycle prediction is elaborated as follows.
For some applications, certain simple prediction methods can be adopted for driving cycle prediction with low calculation burden. For example, the exponential varying based future driving cycle prediction adopts an exponential varying equation for prediction [7] ; it can be predicted as the average driving power within a certain time window in cases where the future driving cycle will not change greatly [8] ; it can also be achieved by linear approximation [9] . These prediction methods are effective under specific circumstances and assumptions but can be ineffective for extensive application.
The ITS based prediction methods can predict with less uncertainty, e.g. onboard GPSs, communications within the connected vehicle environment, and collected road profiles can be utilized for more sophisticated maneuvers like trajectory planning [10] , cloud-aided active semi-vehicle suspension control [11] . Combing the information from ITS and historical traffic conditions, future driving cycle prediction will be more reliable because of the full use of various traffic information [12] , [13] , then with the obtained driving cycle, many algorithms can be implemented for predictive energy management of HEVs or PHEVs [14] - [16] . Despite the advantage in improving prediction accuracy, there are still some barriers in its practical implementation. The data from ITSs, like data of real-time traffic conditions, which were utilized in [17] to predict the future driving cycle considering traffic lights, are mostly for commercial use and are not easy to obtain. Besides, the ITS information may not be available in some regions; GPS signals could be shielded in such circumstances as in bridge openings, tunnels, or under viaducts. On the other hand, for daily commute or familiar destinations, utilizing data available on board is more preferable with lower cost and acceptable effects [6] .
The statistic and cluster analysis based prediction methods are based on the assumption that the current driving cycle is related to history driving cycles, then the future driving cycle can be assumed according to statistic and cluster analysis of the history driving cycle data. In particular, some recent research adopts machine learning algorithms for data analysis, such as neural networks, Bayesian network, support vector machine [18] - [20] . Generally, the predictions are realized by two categories of approaches. One is collecting the available driving cycle data to analyze the typical driving patterns or characteristic parameters of the driving style, and then assuming the future driving cycle in advance, e.g. in [21] , a modified k-nearest neighbor regressor was utilized to generate weighted prediction samples of the future driving cycle. The other category is realized by real-time matching between current driving cycle and historical data for prediction, e.g. considering the history driving cycles of certain operating vehicles are always similar at specific locations, the current vehicle position was used to find matched driving cycles in database for prediction [22] .
Due to the stochastic characteristic of vehicle driving cycles, much effort has also been expended on stochastic process based prediction methods, e.g. the probability density of power demands in a given receding horizon is analyzed according to two normal distributions to estimate future driving cycles in [23] . Markov chain is also an important method and theoretical basis in stochastic process and its control [24] , e.g. application in the robust stabilization of nonlinear Markovian jump singular systems based on slidingmode control [25] , modeling driver behavior and predicting vehicle velocity and power demand [26] , [27] . Besides, there are also theories combining the statistic method and stochastic method for future driving cycle prediction. In [28] , the traffic speeds of following road segments are first predicted by neural networks trained by historical traffic data, then the hidden Markov models, trained offline with historical traffic and vehicle velocity data, are utilized to estimate the future vehicle driving cycle with reference to predicted traffic speeds.
Different with statistic methods, for a Markov chain, the future state is dependent only on current state and independent of the past. The state transfer is determined by transition probabilities which are not easy to obtain accurately, and some research has been carried out concerning cases with defective transition probabilities instead of taking efforts to measure or estimate accurate transition information [29] or cases dealing with uncertainties and disturbances [30] . Besides, since the actual vehicle driving cycle is time-varying, in order to achieve real-time prediction, the prediction methods based on Markov chain should also adapt to such properties and take the variable transition probabilities into account [31] .
C. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS AND OUTLINE
In this paper, we proposed an adaptive online future driving cycle prediction method with variable prediction horizon, and the contributions of this paper mainly include 1) combing Markov chain and Monte Carlo simulation, a multi-scale single-step prediction method for future driving cycle is presented, where online reconstruction of driving cycle and filling of Markov states are utilized to guarantee its continuous and robust online implementation, avoiding the accumulation of prediction errors compared with traditional fixed-scale multi-step prediction method; and 2) based on principal component analysis and cluster analysis, a method to adjust actual prediction horizons of future driving cycle in real time is proposed for better adaptation and overall prediction accuracy in actual driving conditions, which is verified by hardware-in-loop (HIL) test. Among them, the novelty of this paper mainly lies in the online prediction method for vehicle driving cycle and the method to adjust prediction horizons adaptively in real driving conditions. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the proposed multi-scale single-step prediction method for future driving cycle and explains its advantage over traditional fixed-scale multi-step prediction method. Section III provides the improvements of proposed method for online application: online reconstruction of driving cycle, state-filling and the principle to adjust prediction horizon in real time. The validation and robustness of this online prediction method is examined by HIL test in Section IV. Final conclusions and future research directions are drawn in section V.
II. A MULTI-SCALE SINGLE-STEP METHOD FOR FUTURE DRIVING CYCLE PREDICTION A. DISCRETIZATION OF DRIVING CYCLE AND CONSTRUCTION OF MARKOV STATE SPACE
For running vehicles, the change process of velocity can be considered as a discrete Markov process. The transfer law of velocity and acceleration can be extracted and applied to future driving cycle prediction. As the driving cycles are built on discrete sampled vehicle velocities with sampling period of 1s, based on velocity (m/s) of each discrete sampling point (state point), the corresponding acceleration is calculated by (1) .
This paper takes China typical urban driving cycle (CTUDC) to construct original state transfer matrices and illustrate proposed prediction method. Velocity and acceleration are selected as two state variables to construct Markov state space. Taking discrete time scale t being 1s as an example, the distribution of discrete sampling points with distinct velocity and acceleration from CTUDC can be obtained as Fig. 1 , where the coordinate plane is divided into many closed plane domains (dotted lines areas); together they make up the entire Markov state space. Discrete sampling points from CTUDC belonging to the same domains are of similar velocity and acceleration, i.e. they are at similar driving conditions. We refer these separate closed plane domains as states in this paper. These states are numbered to differentiate themselves. Considering the description accuracy and calculation amount suitable for real-time application, each state's intervals of velocity and acceleration are set at 1 km/h and 0.05 m/s 2 respectively. 
B. THE CALCULATION OF TRANSFER MATRIX AT DIFFERENT TIME SCALES
Velocities always transfer between different states, whose transfer probabilities can be represented by Markov state transfer matrix. Take maximum prediction horizon as the largest time scale, the transfer probabilities at different time scales can be obtained by statistical calculation, then state transfer matrices at different time scales can be constructed. With current states of driving cycle, future driving cycle can be estimated based on these matrices. t t = 1, 2, 3, . . . , t p is target moment; {X (n) | n ≥ 0} is the Markov chain; S is state space.
P ij (n) is the probability of one step transfer at time scale t when the Markov chain {X (n) | n ≥ 0} is at moment n, i.e. the event starts from state i at moment n, then transfers to state j after t s with probability P ij (n). According to different transfer probabilities, the state transfer matrix T can be built. The elements of T with time scale t can be calculated by (3) . 
C. THE PREDICTION OF FUTURE DRIVING CYCLE
When current state of driving cycle and corresponding state transfer matrix (with a time scale from current moment to target moment) are known, the driving cycle of future moment t can be predicted using Markov chain Monte Carlo Simulation. Detailed steps are described as follows: a. Ascertain the state i of driving cycle at current moment, and extract corresponding states' transfer probabilities which lie in the i th row of the transfer matrix, as shown in Table 1 .
b. Generate a random number r ∈ (0, 1). If r satisfies:
then the driving state at moment t is predicted to be state k. c. The velocity at moment t is predicted according to the velocity span between current and predicted states. The current driving state is state m and the predicted state at target moment t is state k. In Fig. 3 , velocity span between the two states is 2, so the predicted velocity is calculated by (5) .
where v k is the predicted velocity, v m is the current velocity, U v is the unit length of velocity (1 km/h), and n m→k is the velocity span between current and predicted states. d. Use the next transfer matrix calculated in part B, section II, whose corresponding time scale for discretization is (t + 1) s to accomplish next moment's driving cycle prediction, and in this way, all moments' driving cycle can be predicted second by second until the upper limit of prediction horizon t p .
D. OPTIMIZATION OF MULTI-SCALE SINGLE-STEP PREDICTION RESULTS
There are two steps for optimization processing:
a. Adopt four points mean filter to diminish prediction errors.
b. Using quadratic polynomial fitting method to avoid the unreasonable swings of predicted velocity.
Mean filter processing makes the prediction values closer to real values. Meanwhile, relatively concentrated distribution of predicted driving cycle points can avoid the ill conditioned equations in polynomial fitting, which is the precondition of polynomial fitting. Therefore, both two steps are indispensable.
1) MEAN FILTER
When the prediction time is shorter, the predicted velocity will be closer to real velocity. So, if the weight of nearer prediction is enhanced during mean filter, the prediction accuracy can be improved. Mean filter is realized as (6) .
where v p (t) is the prediction value at t moment; when k equals 1, 2 or 3, it represents three, five and seven points mean filter. Four points mean filter takes average of 4 prediction values, two points before target point and one point after target point, to replace the current prediction value of target point, as shown in (7). Comparing with the other three mean filter methods, four points mean filter enhances the weight of nearer prediction.
2) POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION APPROXIMATION Though the distribution of predicted driving cycle gets closer to actual values after four points mean filter, the frequent vibration still exits, i.e. there are still some points whose accelerations are unattainable. Thus, based on the calculation results of four points mean filter, the results within the upper prediction horizon are fitted with quadratic polynomial.
E. COMPARISON BETWEEN MULTI-SCALE SINGLE-STEP PREDICTION AND FIXED-SCALE MULTI-STEP PREDICTION
In contrast, traditional Fixed-scale Multi-step prediction method adopts one state transfer matrix with fixed discretization time scale, i.e. only one state transfer matrix is needed during the prediction. Future driving cycle is predicted on the basis of previous prediction result, then the driving cycle can be predicted second by second until the prediction horizon. The predictions for CTUDC by the two methods before optimization are shown in Fig. 4 , illustrating all predicted velocity sequences of fixed prediction horizon every moment. In this paper, we adopt root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) to assess prediction accuracy. For each driving state, its prediction accuracy RMSD (k) is represented by RMSD of prediction errors of corresponding predicted velocity sequence:
where v (k + i) is predicted velocity of i th second at moment k; v 0 (k + i) is real velocity; t p is the prediction horizon.
The RMSD results of fixed-scale multi-step method and multi-scale single-step method without optimization are shown in Table 2 . When the prediction horizon is short, the two methods' prediction accuracy is close, but when prediction horizon increases, the accumulation of prediction errors begins to emerge in fixed-scale multi-step method and the RMSD becomes higher than that of multi-scale single-step method. This is because except for the first second's prediction, predictions of other moments' velocity are all based on previous prediction results. Once the velocity prediction result at moment k is not accurate, the accuracy of next velocity prediction result at moment k + 1 will be influenced by prediction error at moment k. So, prediction error accumulates second by second during the prediction, eventually leading to larger prediction errors as prediction horizon increases. Compared with traditional method, this proposed method avoids accumulation of prediction errors and achieves expectant prediction accuracy improving by 7% on average. To further verify the effectiveness of proposed method in improving prediction accuracy, the proposed prediction method is applied to the other three driving cycles and an experimental driving cycle constructed based on bus routes in Zhengzhou, China which is referred as Zhengzhou urban driving cycle (ZZUDC) in this paper. The results are shown in Table 3 . The prediction accuracy of multi-scale singlestep method is always higher than that of traditional method, especially for highway driving cycles such as WVUSUB and US06. Because highway driving cycles are steadier than in cities, accumulation of prediction errors in traditional method tends to be more prominent, but the proposed method adopts a series of distinct state transfer matrices, making it more robust for diverse driving cycles without accumulation of prediction errors. Meanwhile, multi-scale single-step prediction and fixedscale multi-step prediction share the same prediction procedure, except for the former needs to call state transfer matrices with distinct time scales while running. But as these matrices are calculated and stored in advance, the computational complexity of them are nearly the same, and the slight difference won't reflect in actual operation of prediction.
On the other hand, the prediction results after successively applying two optimization measures to multi-scale singlestep prediction results are shown in Fig. 6 and the RMSD results are shown in Table 4 and Fig. 7 . The unreasonable fluctuations of predicted velocity sequences are remarkably moderated and prediction accuracy improves significantly after optimization, especially for prediction with longer horizon. For prediction within 10s, polynomial function approximation contributes mostly to the accuracy improvement, and for long-term prediction beyond 10s, it is the other way around. This verifies not only the validity of optimizations, but also the premise of four point mean filter that if weight of nearer prediction is enhanced, the accuracy will be improved. 
III. ONLINE PREDICTION WITH VARIABLE HORIZON FOR VEHICLE'S FUTURE DRIVING CYCLE
Applying the above proposed method for actual prediction, however, is still defective, because the state transfer information is extracted from standard driving cycle and cannot cover all states of actual driving cycle, which can lead to interruption of prediction process. To solve these deficiencies, based on the above prediction method, an adaptive online prediction model with variable horizon is proposed.
The overall online prediction procedure is shown in Fig. 8 . The actual driving cycle is used to reconstruct the driving cycle and Markov state space of actual driving cyclečrecur-sively obtaining the updated state transfer information. Then, state-filling is adopted to fulfill the multi-scale single-step prediction. Meanwhile, different prediction horizons have been assigned to three separate categories of Markov states by principle component analysis and cluster analysis, then to every Markov states by correlation analysis in advance. After matching current driving cycle state with one of these Markov states, its prediction horizon for future driving cycle prediction from current moment can be adjusted in real time. 
A. SOLUTION TO STATE-LOSS
The state-loss that may lead to interruption of prediction is illustrated in Fig. 9 . It depicts the situation that preconstructed Markov state space cannot cover all actual driving cycle states in real driving environment, whether it is caused by new driving conditions/styles or errors/failures from sensors.
To address this problem and guarantee the robustness of online prediction under various actual driving cycles, two measures are taken. Combining with them, the state transfer information can be updated online, and the prediction VOLUME 6, 2018 will continue even when state-loss occurs in real diving conditions.
1) ONLINE RECONSTRUCTION OF DRIVING CYCLE
Due to the differences between actual driving cycle and original driving cycle, the state transfer information should be updated. The online reconstruction of driving cycle is realized by adding states of actual driving cycle into the original one, then the Markov chain can express actual state transfer process more adaptively. For multi-scale single step prediction, there are t p state transfer matrices need to be updated. Let δ i (t) ∈ {0, 1} describe whether a transition from state i is observed or not (if and only if a transition from state i occurred at t moment, δ i (t) = 1), and δ ij (t) represents similar meaning for transition from state i to state j. When a new batch of actual driving cycle with length of L are collected, a recursive expression for new state transfer probability P τ ij (k) from state i to state j can be developed as (9)-(11):
where τ is the time scale of state transfer matrices However, when size of data batch increases, i.e. N τ i (k) increases, the update will be insensitive to new data, so a decaying factor ϕ ∈ (0, 1) is introduced into (9):
On the other hand, because original standard driving cycle is quite representative and we do not expect the useful information it contains is covered by abrupt and accidental changes in actual driving cycles. Therefore, the information from actual driving cycle and standard driving cycle account for 50% respectively for the final transfer probability P τ ij (k):
where P τ ij (k) is original transfer probability calculated by (3). Online reconstruction of driving cycle can finally be realized by (10)-(13) once a data batch of size L has been collected.
2) STATE-FILLING
As there will be no corresponding state transfer information for prediction when state-loss occurs, the actual driving cycle state will be replaced by a driving state in existing Markov state space that is the closest to it, then the prediction process can continue. The closest state s alt is searched according to (14) . (14) where d (s actl , s k ) is the distance between state of actual driving cycle s actl and state s k in existing Markov state space.
B. REAL-TIME PREDICTION WITH VARIABLE HORIZON
As the future possible driving cycle states that transfer from different current states vary accordingly, but transitions from similar states tend to be similar to each other, and the best prediction horizons for these driving cycle states appear to be similar as well. Considering this, we divide all driving cycle states into several categories, and each of them reflects driving cycle states with similar characteristics, then appropriate prediction horizons are allocated to them accordingly for better overall prediction accuracy. The principle of adjusting prediction horizons in real time is elaborated as follows.
1) DETERMINATION OF CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS
The coordinate plane of velocity-acceleration is divided into 746 zones with accuracy of 1 km/h (velocity) and 0.05 m/s 2 (acceleration), i.e. 746 Markov states as described in part A, section II. 14 characteristic parameters are defined in Table 5 . Assuming the number of Markov states is n; the number of characteristic parameters is m. The characteristic parameter matrix of all states can be constructed as (15) , where x ij is the i th state's j th characteristic parameter.
Matrix X can be standardized by (16) , obtaining matrix Y to ensure the mean value and variance of each column to be 0 and 1 respectively and prepare for further study.
2) PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS
Due to the massive characteristic parameters, it could be hard to know which one is more crucial to identify the similarity of different driving cycle states, and the computational amount when adopting them all for analysis is much larger. Principal component analysis provides a way to decrease the dimension of original data and simplify it for more effective and efficient use. Here, this method is utilized to comprise the standard characteristic parameter matrix Y into a new matrix which is made up by fewer independent variables but contains most original effective information.
Vector X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x 14 ) T is composed of 14 characteristic parameters, so the covariance matrix of X could be expressed by
T , where
T is the i th unit eigenvector of D (X ). According to principal component analysis theory, we could use variable y to replace the original variable x by linear transformation as (17) .
If y 1 is used to replace all the 14 original parameters, it is required to reflect as much information as it could. By calculating the variance, Var (y 1 ), we determine whether y could reflect enough information. Normally, the larger Var (y 1 ) is, the more information y 1 contains, and the first principal component is the one with maximum variance. If the first principal component could not express all the information, another principal component will be used. By this way, several principal components could be identified. The necessary and sufficient conditions for obtaining the final 14 principal components are as follows:
a. The transformation from x to y is a linear transformation:
where L is an orthogonal matrix.
b. Maximize the variance of each element of Y :
c. There is no correlation between the main components:
To show to what extent that one principal component reflects the whole original 14 parameters, the contribution rate of each principal component v k is calculated by:
where λ k is the k th eigenvalue of covariance matrix and
The contribution rates of principal components are calculated and the first four principal components with larger contribution rate are listed in Table 6 . As the total contribution rate accumulated from y 1 to y 4 has reached 86%, so the first four principal components can be used to form a new matrix to represent original characteristic parameter matrix. Besides, after analyzing the correlation between every principal component and every characteristic parameter in Table 5 , the specific characteristic parameters each principal component primarily reflects is revealed and shown in Table 6 . With the obtained first four principle components, original characteristic parameter matrix can be compressed into a new matrix that contains more than 85% original information, principle component score matrix, whose elements are listed in Table 7 and it will be used for the following cluster analysis.
3) CLUSTER ANALYSIS
In this study, we use K-means method for cluster analysis. The procedure of K-means method is as follows: a. Assuming that all samples (Markov states) are divided into k categories, the farthest two states are chosen as starting centers. Their distance is calculated by Euclidean distance as (22) .
where x i and x j are the i th and j th row of the principle component score matrix respectively. b. Selecting the third centers and making it satisfies (23):
where x i 3 and x i n represents for the third and n th starting centers; x j represents for j th sample Similarly, when the l th (l < k) starting center has been selected, the (l + 1) th center can be selected as (24):
is the set of starting centers. The entire samples can be divided into k sets centered on the starting centers by nearest principle as (25) . The initial k sets are written as
On the basis of G (0) , a new set of starting centers
can be calculated as (26) .
where n i is the number of samples within G
i . Substituting L (1) into (27) can obtain new categories
, which means the cluster is stable. G (m) is the final cluster result.
The cluster results of dividing the entire 746 Markov states into 2, 3 and 4 categories respectively are shown in Table 8 . 
4) THE PRINCIPLE OF ADJUSTING PREDICTION HORIZONS
The prediction accuracy analysis of every category is used to assign appropriate prediction horizons to Markov states in each category. As the real driving cycle is known, the prediction accuracy of each predicted velocity sequence (every predicted velocity sequence is predicted based on state point of driving cycle at current moment only, as Fig. 6 shows.) and average prediction accuracy can be calculated within each category respectively. The percentage of contribution that each category's prediction accuracy makes to overall prediction accuracy at different prediction horizons is shown in Fig. 10 . If the entire samples are divided into two categories, as Fig. 10(a) shows, under most prediction horizons, the percentage of contribution that the first category's prediction accuracy makes to overall prediction accuracy overweighs that of the second category. Thus, cluster of two categories is not detailed enough.
If they are divided into four categories as Fig. 10(c) shows, the percentage of contribution the third category and the fourth category make to overall prediction accuracy is always similar but inferior to that of the first or second category. Therefore, it is hard to decide how to assign prediction horizons to the last two categories for better overall prediction accuracy.
When divide all samples into three categories as Fig. 10 (b) depicts, the each category's contribution makes to overall accuracy under different predication horizons varies: the first category's contribution is higher than the other two's when the prediction horizon is (0s,15s] ; within prediction horizon of (15s,30s], the contribution of the second category overweighs the other two categories; and the third category's contribution to overall prediction accuracy is the highest within prediction horizon of (30s,35s]. Thus, for the first category, prediction horizon is assigned to (0s,15s] ; for the second category, it is (15s,30s]; and for the third category, it is (30s,35s].
On the other hand, though shorter prediction horizons can guarantee better prediction accuracy, it can hardly lead to calculation of better control actions which should approximate to global optimal control sequences, e.g. application of driving cycle prediction in model predictive control (MPC) based energy management for HEV [3] , [7] , because the longer the prediction horizon is (in the premise of relatively accurate prediction), the optimal results can be closer to global optimization, improving the vehicle's fuel economy.
Therefore, we use correlation coefficient between predicted velocity sequences within different prediction horizons and real velocity as the criteria to assign final prediction horizons. Average correlation coefficients of all prediction results within different horizons are shown in Fig. 11 respectively. For driving state points belong to one Markov state in the first category, the prediction horizon will be set as [0s,15s] first; if average correlation coefficient of prediction results in this Markov state is higher than 88.7%, the final prediction horizon for driving state points in this Markov state will be [0s,15s]; if it is lower than 88.7%, average correlation coefficient in this Markov state within [0s,5s] and [0s,10s] will be compared with 93.2% and 90.5% respectively to find the best prediction horizon. In this way, the prediction horizons can be extended as much as possible with acceptable prediction accuracy. 
IV. EXPERIMENT OF HARDWARE-IN-LOOP (HIL) SIMULATION A. THE HIL SIMULATION TEST PLATFORM
Hardware-in-loop (HIL) simulation test can verify whether the developed algorithms can be achieved when it is combined with actual hardware controller. The HIL test platform for driving cycle prediction is established based on MotoTron & VT System, which could resolve pedal signal into current velocity, i.e. by operating acceleration pedal and brake pedal of this HIL test platform, the driving demand can be transferred to controller through CAN communication (realized in CAN open environment), and in this way the HIL system of a vehicle with driver is built. During simulation, the baud rate of CAN bus is set at 500 kps; the sampling period of the bus is set at 50 ms.
B. RESULTS OF HIL SIMULATION TEST
To verify the effectiveness of this prediction method in actual driving environment, this section conducts several experiments by HIL test platform. As the original state transfer information is extracted from standard CTUDC, to test how online reconstruction of driving cycle and statefilling perform in actual driving conditions with new states of driving cycle, an actual driving cycle will be needed. Therefore, CTUDC is used as the target velocity and input to the HIL test platform; a driver will manipulate acceleration and brake pedals of this system to follow the target velocity, then the experimental driving cycle that follows the target driving cycle can be obtained. The results are shown in the Fig. 12 and we can find out that:
(1) HIL test platform could turn the pedal signal into simulated driving cycle. So, the actual velocity could follow the target velocity in CTUDC, and the experimental driving cycle from HIL test remains similar to CTUDC, which means the state transfer circumstances in experimental driving cycle and CTUDC are substantially the same.
(2) By statistics, there are 32% different driving states in experimental driving cycle compared with that in CTUDC, and the errors between simulated real velocity and velocity in CTUDC are less than 10km/h, which means that the experimental driving cycle is not the same with CTUDC and 32% driving states in experimental driving cycle are inexistent in standard CTUDC. Therefore, state-loss is existed in the experimental driving cycle with new states introduced, and this could provide us with an opportunity to test both the realtime prediction model with online reconstruction of driving cycle and state-filling, and the robustness of this method. First, the solution to state-loss are examined by HIL simulation. The prediction accuracy of driving cycle prediction for experimental driving cycle using multi-scale single-step prediction method with state-loss solved, and the accuracy of driving cycle prediction for CTUDC using multi-scale singlestep prediction method are shown in Table 9 .
The accuracy of prediction for experimental driving cycle with state-loss solved is lower than that of prediction for CTUDC. This is because the actual experimental driving cycle contains some driving states that are not contained in CTUDC and state-filling is an approximate equivalent method, which is designed to overcome the problem of prediction interruption, so this will inevitably bring in some errors. Besides, before the reconstruction of actual driving cycle and update of state transfer information being convergent, some prediction errors can be brought in. However, after running prediction for this experimental driving cycle iteratively, this kind of error will be mostly eliminated due to the continuously update of state transfer information, and in this circumstance, from both theoretical deduction or practical application, the prediction for experimental driving cycle using proposed method with state-loss solved will be mostly the same as prediction for CTUDC using proposed method without state-loss solved.
On the other hand, without state-loss solved, the prediction for experimental driving cycle only using multi-scale single-step method cannot run continuously because of these inexistent driving states. With the two measures dealing with state-loss, the interruption of online prediction has been avoided completely during HIL test, so the validity of solution to state-loss can be effectively verified, which is vital to guarantee a continuously online application. This has partly verified the robustness of proposed online prediction in distinct driving conditions as well.
Next, to further deal with the error under varying actual driving conditions and verify the effectiveness of adaptive online perdition with variable prediction horizon, the proposed adaptive prediction method is tested on HIL test platform for the experimental driving cycle. Fig. 13 shows the results of real-time prediction with variable horizon for experimental driving cycle. The blue line is the real experimental driving cycle and the red lines are predicted velocity sequences of each second during the entire driving cycle, and each of them starts from current moment and ends until its upper limit of prediction horizon (the length of prediction horizon varies from 1s to 35s). The lengths of the predicted velocity sequences are different, and this depends on the prediction horizon variation principal as explained in part B, section III. We can see that the predicted velocity mainly distributes around the actual driving cycle and it can reflect the trend of velocity variation.
Prediction horizons at different moments are shown in Fig.14 , and the percentages of different prediction horizons are shown in Table 10 . By comparing the experimental driving cycle and the real-time prediction horizons simultaneously, we can find that when the driver is driving at a steady acceleration, which means the vehicle is running in a stable traffic environment, the predictor tends to assign a relatively long prediction horizon for current driving cycle prediction; when there is an abrupt change in velocity, the predictor will decrease the prediction horizon immediately to adjust to such changeable and unstable traffic conditions or varying driving styles. As shown in Table 7 , the accuracy of fixed-horizon prediction results is 12.8440km/h (with fixed prediction horizon of 35s). Having predicted velocity sequences and real experimental driving cycle, the accuracy of real-time prediction with variable prediction horizon is calculated as RMSE = 9.607 km/h according to (8) . Compared with fixed-horizon prediction method, the accuracy of real-time prediction with variable horizon improves by about 25%. This has not only demonstrated that the principle of adjusting prediction horizons accurately exploits the hidden relationships among different driving states, and the relationships between these states with effective prediction horizons, but also indicates that the application of this principle is beneficial for online prediction accuracy improvement. Therefore, the validity of proposed adaptive prediction method can be verified.
C. VERIFICATION OF ROBUSTNESS AND UNIVERSALITY
To examine the proposed adaptive online prediction method further in both robustness and universality, we applied this adaptive prediction method for another experimental driving cycle, ZZUDC, in HIL test platform. ZZUDC is an actual driving cycle we collected and extracted from actual driving environments of two bus routes in Zhengzhou, China. Compared with CTUDC, there are more driving states of acceleration and deceleration in ZZUDC, and its values of acceleration change more frequently. Similarly, we use the original ZZUDC as the target velocity file and input to HIL test platform, then a driver operates the acceleration and brake pedals to follow the target velocity in real time, testing how this method works under a different driving cycle. Fig. 15(a) shows the experimental driving cycle that follows ZZUDC and the errors between this experimental driving cycle and ZZUDC. On the other hand, some research has been conducted mainly concerning the performance of Markov chain based application in the presence of sensor errors or faults [32] . Here, the HIL test also allows us to test the effectiveness of proposed prediction method with real sensors and CAN bus communication. While the real driver following the target velocity on HIL test platform, he naturally introduces some errors into the system, e.g. the response errors of pedal sensors, the delay in CAN bus communication, etc. These errors are finally reflected on the differences between obtained experimental driving cycle and real ZZUDC as shown in Fig. 15(b) . With a distinct driving cycle and these errors in HIL test, the robustness and universality of the proposed method can be further examined.
After the driver completed velocity follow, the results of prediction with and without variable prediction horizon can be obtained. Fig. 16 is the final results of online prediction with variable horizon. Under different driving cycles, predicted velocity sequences still converge around the real experimental driving cycle and can reflect the general trend of it. Prediction accuracy of the above two methods is calculated, shown in Table 11 , and variable prediction horizons illustrated in Fig. 17 Compared with prediction accuracy for experimental driving cycle following CTUDC (RMSE = 9.607 km/h), its prediction accuracy improves (RMSE = 8.203 km/h), which VOLUME 6, 2018 indicates that proposed prediction method can effectively adjust prediction horizons in real time under different kinds of driving cycles with errors from sensors, delay in CAN communications, and drivers. Therefore, by this HIL test, the robustness and universality of proposed method can be verified.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A multi-scale single-step prediction method is proposed for driving cycle prediction based on Markov chain Monte Carlo Simulation method in this paper. Compared with traditional fixed-scale multi-step method, accumulation of prediction error is avoided, and better prediction accuracy is achieved, which is improved by about 7% on average. For further online application, it is upgraded to an adaptive online prediction method with variable horizon by addressing the issue of state-loss and implementing the principle of adjusting prediction horizon in real time. The final HIL test verifies that proposed online prediction method has good adaptability and robustness for diverse driving cycles, achieving remarkable improvement in prediction accuracy than prediction with fixed horizon. However, before the transfer information is fully updated and adapted to changing driving conditions or driving styles, some prediction errors may still be brought in. Therefore, how to identify hidden transfer states and parameters existing during transitions of driving states, model the changing process of driving states more comprehensively, and predict more accurately with defective transfer information will be our next main research focuses.
